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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present Hille-Wintner type comparison theorems for 
the nonlinear Volterra-Stieljes integral equations 
A(f) Y’(f) = Cl - j’ f.(Y(d) do, (1.1) 
” 
a(t) Y’(l) = c2 -J’ jws)) do,, 
u 
(1.2) 
where y’(t) denotes the right derivative of y(t), c, and c2 are constants, and 
r~, , cz are right-continuous and of locally bounded variation on [to, CXJ). 
A Hille-Wintner type comparison theorem for linear Volterra-Stieljes 
integral equations is well known (Ref. [S]). 
Recently, Butler [ 1 ] obtained a Hille-Wintner type comparison theorem 
for a second-order nonlinear ordinary differential equation which 
corresponds to the special case where the functions a,(t), o,(t) in (1.1 ), 
( 1.2) are continuously differentiable in [t,, a). The main purpose of this 
paper is to extend the Butler’s result to general nonlinear integral equations 
(1.1) and (1.2). 
For Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) it is assumed through this paper that 
(Al) c, , c2 are constants. 
(A2) A(t), a(t), al(t), a*(t) are right-continuous and of locally boun- 
ded variation on [t,, co). 
(A3) l/A(t) and l/a(t) are positive and locally integrable on [to, co). 
(A4) f(x)~C’(--co, co), xf(x)>O for x#O andf’(x)>O for x#O. 
(A5) P(t)=!? &J,(S) and Q(f)=fy do,(s) exist for all TV [to, co). 
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Under assumption (A4), we define a function Q on (0, co) by 
where c is a positive constant. Then Q is monotone increasing, has range 
( - co, B) for some B, 0 < B d co, and has inverse function l7 
An absolutely continuous real-valued function v(t) defined on a real 
interval I is said to be a solution of (1.1) if the right derivative of y( t) exists 
on I and satisfies (1.1). The results in this paper pertain only to the 
solution which are extendable to [t, , co ) for some t, . A sohrtion y(t) of 
(1.1) will be called oscillatory if its set of zeros is unbounded, and it will be 
called nonoscillatory otherwise. An equation will be called oscillatory if for 
each t, 3 6, all solutions oscillate. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
The following lemma is an extension of a well-known theorem of Hille 
[2], Reid [S], and Butler [ 11, which relates the nonoscillatory behavior of 
(1.1) to the existence of a certain nonlinear integral equation. 
LEMMA 2.1. The folZowing condition (D) is a sufficient condition for ( 1.1) 
to have a nonoscillatory solutions: 
(D) there is a nonnegative number b such that the integral equation 
w(t)=b+P(t)+j”,=!$/f(Z#-;zdu])ds (2.1) 
has a solution on [t, , 00 ), for sufficiently large t , , which is in L O3 [t, , 00 ). 
Conuersefy,ifP(t)ZOfort~[t,,co)andj”(l/A(t))dt=oo thenthecon- 
dition (D) is also a necessary condition for (1.1) to have a nonoscillatory 
solution. 
Proof To see that the condition (D) is sufficient, assume that (2.1) has 
a solution w(t) in Lm[tl, co) for some t,. Put 
Then 
A(t) Y’(f) = r’ ( ‘““‘ds) w(t)=f(y(t))w(t), J,, A(s) (2.2) 
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where y’(t) is the right-derivative of v(t). It follows from (2.2) that 
41) Y’(f) - A(t,) Y’(ll) 
= s ’ W(s) Y’(S)) fI 
= j,: f(Yb)) dwb) + j,: 4s) uM))l 
= -J1:f(Yo)d~,(s)-f,:f(Y(s))A(S) W2(S)f’(y(s)) ds 
+ s ’ 4s) W(v(s))l 11 
= - ’ fb(s)) da,(s), f 11 
where we have used (2.1). Hence y(t) is a positive, nonoscillatory solution 
of (1.1) on [tr, co). 
To prove the necessity we suppose P(t) > 0 for t E [to, co) and 
1°C l/A(t)) dt = cc and that (1.1) has a nonoscillatory solution y(t) which 
we can take to be positive on [t , , co) for some t, 2 t,. Put 
w(r) = A(t) Y’(f) 
.f(Y(f)) ’ 
tE Cl,, a) 
then w(t) is locally of bounded variation on [t,, co) and is right- 
continuous. Hence, by integration by part and using ( 1.1 ), we have 
w(T)-~(r)=j~‘d(~;;;;;;)) 
r 
= I , -&-$bW Y’(S)) 
_ 
s 
T A(s)(Y’(s))2 f’b+)) ds 
f f2(YW) 
=- ITdc,(s)-jjTw w2(s) ds. 
I 
Hence 
w(t) = w(T) + jrT do,(s) + j,‘w w2(s) ds. (2.3) 
409/130/l-17 
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Letting T -+ co in (2.3), the second term on the right-hand side has the 
nonnegative limit P(t) and the third term has either a nonnegative limit or 
limit co. Hence we have lim r+ 3c’ w(T) = 6, where - cc 6 b < co. 
Next we show that OQ b < co. Suppose, on the contrary, that 
-co~b<O.Thenthereexistssomet,,t,~t,,suchthatw(t)<Ofort~t,. 
Thus y’(t)<0 for t 3 t,. By the definition of P(t2), there exists t), t, 3 t,, 
such that 
s 
Iw(t*)l Iw(t2)l Tdo,(s)>P(t2)-y2 -- 
0 2 
for TBt3. It follows from this and (2.3) that 
for TB t,. Choose t4 > t, so that for T3 t,, 
Replacing t by t, in (2.3) and using (2.4)-(2.5) we get for T> t,, 
w(T)=w(tJ- j,:h,(s)- j,:~w2(s)ds 







-f’(v(t)) y’(t) > o 
.f(y(t)) 
for t3 t4. 
An application of the Gronwall inequality to (2.6) then gives, for T> tq, 
i.e., 
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Thus, for T> t,, 
Y(T) d Y(f4) -;f(Y(t,)) jr:&. (2.7) 
Since j”(ds/A(s))= cc, (2.7) implies that y(t) cannot remain positive for 
large t which contradicts our assumption that y(t) > 0 for t > t, . Therefore 
we proved that 0 <b < co. Letting T -+ co in (2.3) we have 
w(t) = b + P(t) + j,= q+) w2(s) ds, (2.8) 
where 0 d b < cc. Now y’/f(y) = w/A, so that 
s 
Y(r) du f 4s) 
c f(U)= r, A(dds’ I- 
where c=y(t,)>O. From (2.8) we note that w(t)80 and y(t)>y(t,) on 
[t, , co). Denoting f: du/‘(u) by C?(y) for y > 0 and the inverse function of 
i2 by Z, we have 
and we may write (2.8) in the form (2.1). 
The following lemma is an analog of the Ascoli lemma. This lemma is 
essentially a version that appears in Lemma 11.1.1 of Mingarelli [3, p. 2841. 
However, in that proof of that lemma we found that the part for proving 
the uniform convergence of a convergent sequence {z,(t)} of the functions 
on rationals is insufficient ([3, p. 2861). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let { fn) b e a sequence of functions defined on a closed 
interval Z= [a, b]. Suppose that {fn} IS untformly bounded on Z and there 
exists functions g(t), h(t) on Z which are right-continuous and of bounded 
variation on Z such that for each n, 
If,(t) -f,(s)l G I g(t) - g(s)l + Ih(t) - h(s)1 (2.9) 
for every t, s in [a, b). Then the sequence {f,} has a subsequence which 
converges un$ormIy on Z to a function which is also right-continuous and of 
bounded variation on I. 
Proof Let { tn} be the sequence of rationals in I. Without loss of 
generality we suppose b is a rational. Since { f,(tl )} is bounded, there is a 
subsequence { fi,,(t)} of {f,(t)} which converges at t,. Similarly there is a 
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subsequence { fif ) of {fr,*} which converges at t2 and at t, and so on. 
Continuing in this way there is a subsequence {&,,I} of {J;- I,n} which con- 
verges at t,, . . . . t,- , and at tj. Then the diagonal sequence if,.,} converges 
at each rational in I. 
Rewriting f, for .f,,, we defme a function f(t) by 
f(4) = ?-mm f,(4), i= 1,2, . . . . (2.10) 
The domain of definition of j( t) can be extended to the irrationals in I by 
right-continuouity. For if t is irrational, let {s,,} be a decreasing sequence 
of rationals converging to t. Then {f(s,,)) is bounded and so there is a sub- 
sequence of {s,}, say {sn}, such that the limit of {f(s,)} exists as n + co. 
For such irrational t we let 
This is well-defined, for if (r,,) is another rational sequence decreasing to t 
for which lim, _ o. f(r,) exists then denoting the latter limit by f*(t), we 
have from (2.9) that 
If(t)--f*(t)1 =;Lt I.fW-.f(r,)l d lim G(s,, r,) 
n-cc 
d lim G(s,, t) + lim G(t, r,) =O, 
n-a rr - m 
where the function G is defined by 
G(s, r) = I g(s) - g(r)1 + 14s) - Nr)l 
for r, s in [a, b). 
Next we show that 
f(t)= lim f,(t) (2.11) n-m 
for each t E I. Because of (2.10), it is sufficient to show that (2.11) holds for 
irrational t. Let E > 0 be given. Let {sm} be a rational sequence decreasing 
to t for which f( t) = lim, _ m f(s,). From this and by virtue of g and h, we 
can choose n, so large that 
G(t, s,,J < 43 and Ifb,) -f(t)1 <E/3. 
Since s, is rational, from (2.10), there is a positive integer N such that 
I LhQ) -fbJ < 43 
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for n > N. Then for n > N, 
Ifn(f)-f(t)1 G If”(+fn(hJ + Ifn(&uJ-f(~,,)I 
+ I f&J -f(t)1 
< G( t, s,,) + ; +; < E. 
which proves (2.11). 
From (2.9) and (2.11), it follows that 
If(t) -f(s)1 G (36 $1 (2.12) 
for t, s in [a, 6). In view of (2.12), the right-continuity of g and h on [a, b) 
and the uniformly boundedness of {fn} on Z, we see that f is right- 
continuous and of bounded variation on I. 
We now show that the convergence of f(t) = lim, _ co f,,(t) is uniform 
on I. 
If possible assume the contrary. Then there exists an Q, > 0 and a 
sequence (a,} of distinct numbers from I such that 
IfJan) -f(aJI>EO (2.13) 
for each n = 1,2, . . . . Choose an increasing (or decreasing) subsequence of 
{an}, say {an}, converging to some a0 in I. Suppose (a,} is increasing. 
Since fn, f, g, and h are of bounded variation on Z, for each n and s E [a, b), 
we have 




If(s)-f(ao-N =,!;- If(s)-f(t)1 
< lim G(s, t) = G(s, ao- ). 
t-*0- 
(2.15) 
Choose L? in Z such that a < a0 and 
G(E, ao- ) < ~~/8. (2.16) 
From (2.1 l), there is a positive integer N, such that n > N, implies 
IL(~)-f(a <&o/4. (2.17) 
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Hence for n > N, 
lL(ao- )-Aa,-)I G Ifn(~o- ) f,(Wl + If”(a)-.f(Q 
+ If(&) -f(ao- )I 
s Wk No- ) + I f24 -f(a)1 
<2.;+$!+ (2.18) 
where we have used (2.14)-(2.17). Since {cln} is monotonically increasing 
to @.o> there is a positive integer N, N > A’,, such that n 2 N implies that 
G(a,, cr,-)<s0/4. From (2.14), (2.15), and (2.18), it follows that, for 
n > N, 
If,(%)-f(cL)l G Ifn(~,)-fn(~o-)l + If,(~o-)-f(~o-)l 
+ lf(%-I-f(%)l 
which contradicts (2.13). This proves that lim, _ ~ f,(t) =f(t) is uniformly 
on I. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
The following is a nonoscillatory result which states that Eq. (1.1) always 
has a nonoscillatory solution when f;(&/A(s)) < co. This is already known 
in the case of an ordinary differential equation (see [4, 11). 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf Jz(ds/A(s)) < co then Eq. (1.1) has a nonoscillatory 
solution. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.1, we need to show that the existence of 
solutions of Eq. (2.1). We shall prove it by successive approximations 
although we can prove it by using Schauder’s fixed point theorem. Let m be 
a positive integer. Define a sequence of functions {w,(t)} on [IT, co) by 
w,(t)=b+ P(t) for tE [T, co). 
265 
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and for n > 0, 
w,+I(t)=b+P(t)+Lw,(t) for TV [T, T+m) 
=b+P(t) for TV [T+m, co), 
where b B 0 and L is an operator on L” [T, uz ) defined by 
(3.2 
Let b = 1 in (3.1). We now use Lemma 2.2 to show that there exists a 
uniformly convergent subsequence of {w,(t)} on [T, co). Let B > 0 and 
M=max((f’of)(x):xE [0, B/2]}. (3.3) 
Choose T, Ta t,, such that for t 2 T, 
IP( < 1 and 
Then for t 3 T, 0 d w,(t) < 2. By induction we can show that for all n, 
0 d w,(t) 6 2 (3.4) 
for t > T. Indeed, if we assume that (3.4) holds for n = k, then for t >, T, 
Then bowl is uniformly bounded on [T, co). Moreover, for 
s, t E [IT, T+ m), for each n, it is easy to see from (3.1) that 
Iw,(f) - W”(S)1 G P(t) - P(s)l + W(r) - &)I, (3.5) 
where h(t) = 4M j,“(du/A(u)) for t E [T, co). An application of Lemma 2.2 
gives that (w,} has a subsequence {w,}, say, converges uniformly on 
[T, T + m] and hence on [T, cc) to a function x(t) which is right- 
continuous, of locally bounded variation and 0 < x(t) 6 c = 2 on [IT, co). 
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Here x(t) = b + P(t) on [T+ m, co). We now show that x(t) is a solution of 
the equation 
w(t) = b + P(t) + Lw(t) for tE [T, T+m) 
=b+P(t) for tE [T+m, co), (3.6) 
where the operator L is defined by (3.2). To do this, choose T, > T+ m for 
which h(T,) c ~18. Define 4 on L”[T, co) by 
From the continuity off’ and I’, we can choose a positive integer N such 
that n 2 N implies that T+ n > T, and that 
Iw,(f) - x(t)1 <GM, for TV CT, T,] (3.7) 
and 
Id(w,(t)) - $wt))l < &/4M, for tE [T, T,], (3.8) 
where M, = 2M jF(d~/A(s)) and M, =4 JF(&/A(s)). Then, for n 3 N, 
TV [T, T+m), we have 
T’ Iwnb) - xb)l (w,(s) + x(s)) 
4s) 4(wn(s)) ds 
+ 
s 
m Cex~) +x2(s)) 
7-I A(s) 
i(w,(s)) ds 
Mw,@)) - Ms))l ds 
cc x2(s) 
+lT, A(s) - (~(w,(s)) +4(x(s)) ds 
and hence we have ILw,( t) - Lx(t)1 < H(t), where 
H(t) = (&/8M,) 4M 
E E E E 
<;+;+z+;=E, (3.9) 
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where we have used (3.3) and (3.7b(3.8). Use this and let n + co in (3.1), it 
follows that x(t) is a solution of (3.6). 
The above shows that, for each m, (3.6) has a solution i?,,(t) on [T, co), 
i.e., there is a sequence {G,,,(t) > of functions on [T, 00 ) satisfying 
@m(t)=b+P(t)+Licm(t) for ZE [T,T+m) 
=b+P(t) for tE [T+m,co). (3.10) 
We now show that {G,,,(t)} has a subsequence converging uniformly on 
every compact interval in [ 7’, co) to a function w(t) for which w(t) is a 
solution of the equation 
w(t) = b + P(t) + Lw(t), ~E[T, co). (3.11) 
Let K be a compact interval in [T, cc ). Choose m sufficiently large so 
that Kc [T, T+ m). Then for all such m and S, t E K, from (3.10) 
I@m(t) - @mb)l G P(t) - W)l + Ih(t) - &)I, (3.12) 
where h is the function given in (3.5). An application of Lemma 2.2 gives 
that (GM} has a subsequence, say {Gm}, that converges uniformly on every 
compact interval K in [T, 01)) to a function w(t) which is right-continuous, 
locally of bounded variation, and 0 d w(t) Q c = 2 on [T, 00 ). 
Finally, we show that w(t) satisfies (3.11). Let n, be any positive number. 
Choose T, so large that T, > T+ n, and 
s 00 ds -<~/32M. TI A(s) (3.13) 
Let m, be an integer such that T + m, > T, , and for m > m, that 
I@t,(t) - w(t)1 < W4, 
and 
M*,,(t) - #(w(t))l < &/4M* 
for TV [T, T,], where M,, M2 is given by (3.7) and (3.8). Then we have for 
t~[T,T+rn], 
L-,(t)-Lw(t)l <J, +J m ($As) + w*(s)) d(E)m(S)) ds 
7.1 A(s) 
m w*(s) 
+ J2 + s,, A(s) (d(@)m(s) + d(w(s)) & 
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where 
=o if t > T, 
J, = 
s tT’ !$/ id(@,,(s)) - 4(w(s))l ds 
=o if t > T,. 
Thus 
ILiGJt) - Lw(t)l <H(t) < E, (3.14) 
where H(t) is given by (3.9). This implies ~!,@~(t) -+Lw(t) uniformly on 
[T, T+n,]. By letting m-+ cc in (3.10) we find that w(t) satisfies (3.11) 
for t 3 T, because n, is arbitrary. Consequently, Lemma 2.1 implies the 
existence of nonoscillatory solutions to ( 1 .l ) and this completes the proof. 
The following is a Hille-Wintner type comparison theorem which is an 
extension of a comparison theorem of Butler [ 1 ] and Taam [6]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose fz(ds/a(s)) = co and let 
0 <a(t) < A(t) and Ip( d Q(l) (3.15) 
for all t E [to, 00) and assume that f satisfies the following condition: 
(C) f’ is nondecreasing on [0, 03) and is nonincreasing on ( - so, 01. 
Then if Eq. ( 1.1) is oscillatory, so also is Eq. ( 1.2). 
Proof: Suppose that Eq. ( 1.2) is not oscillatory. Then from Lemma 2.1, 
there exists a nonnegative number b and a sufficiently large T such that the 
equation 
z(t)=b+Q(t)+~,~~ff(~[j:~du])ds (3.16) 
has solution z(t) E L” [ T, co). In view of Lemma 2.1, the existence of 
solutions to Eq. (2.1) would imply the existence of nonoscillatory solutions 
to (1.1). 
To show that the existence of solutions to Eq. (2.1), we proceed as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1. Define a sequence of functions (w,(t)} on [T, GO ) by 
WI(t) = z(t) for tE [T, co) 
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and, for n > 0, 
w,+,(t)=b+P(t)+Lw,(t) for TV [T, T+n7) 
= b + P(t) for tfz [T+m, cc), (3.17) 
where the operator L is defined by (3.2). Then {w,(t)} is uniformly boun- 
ded on [T, co ). To see this we show that for each n, 
Iw,(t)l 6 z(t) d c (3.18) 
for t E [T, co), where c = sup{z( t): t E [T, co) >. Clearly (3.18) holds for 
n=O. Assuming that (3.18) holds for n= k, then it follows from (3.17) 
(3.15), and (3.16) that 
=z(t)<c 
for t E [T, cc ), where we have used the monotonicity of r and condition 
(C). Define 
for z E L” [ T, cc). For s, t E [T, T+ m), for each n b 1, it follows from 
(3.17) that the inequality (3.5) also holds here except that h(t) is given by 
An application of Lemma 2.2 gives that {w,} has a subsequence, say 
{w,}, converges uniformly on [T, T+ m) and hence on [T, co) to a 
function x(t) which is right-continuous, of locally bounded variation, and 
Ix(t)/ <z(t)<c on [T, co). Here x(t)=b+P(t) on [T+m, co). 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, the remainder of the proof of our 
theorem is to prove the following: 
( 1) x(t) is a solution of an equation given by (3.6) and hence there is 
a sequence { iG,,J t)} of functions satisfying (3.10) on [T, co). 
(2) {i+,(t)} has a subsequence which converges uniformly on every 
compact interval in [T, cc) to a function w(t) which is a solution of 
Eq. (3.11). 
The proof of (l)-(2) is only a modification of the part of the proof for 
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proving the corresponding version of (1) and (2) in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. Indeed, the modifications we made on it were: 
(Ml). MI and Mz in (3.7) and (3.8) are given by 
(M2). The function H(t) in (3.9) is replaced by 
T’ 24s) Y+(s)) ds + 2 
I j 
O3 z2b) 
4s) T, -qq W(s)) ds 
+-& 1 jtT’gdsi + j;$f2+(z(r))ds. 
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